
Milena Hermisson in 2019 with her cat – and bedridden in 2021
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Viral infections can trigger chronic fatigue syndrome, the

consequences are often dramatic. 19-year-old Milena

Hermisson was particularly hard hit. This is her story.

By Nina Weber
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Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

»You can lose your life without

dying«

Article to listen to • 23 min

S

he has been lying in a dark room for more than ��� days. She

wears a blindfold, which also blocks the last bit of light.

Earplugs muffle all noise. Milena Hermisson doesn't sit,

she doesn't read, she doesn't chat, she doesn't look out of

the window. She lies on her back in the same position over

and over again.
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She is so weak that she can no longer raise her arms. Their

meals consist of pureed vegetables, fruit and fish served in

sippy cups. Some days the weakness is so great that Milena

Hermisson can barely close her lips around the mouthpiece.

Her voice has almost completely disappeared. She

communicates with hand signals, short sounds and letters that

she draws on the sheets with her finger. Sometimes Milena

tenses her feet so that the joints don't stiffen, that's her sports

program.
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Milena Hermisson is �� years old. Just a few years ago she was

perfectly healthy. She loved science and planned to do medical

research. She took photos, played the cello and was one of the

first to demonstrate at her school at Fridays for Future. Now

she has ME/CFS at its worst. ME/CFS stands for Myalgic

Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. Her doctor,

neurologist Michael Stingl, says she not only has the most

severe form of ME/CFS, but one of the most severe forms of

the disease. "One can also lose one's life without dying."

Milena Hermisson (right) and her twin sister Ella in 2018 Photo: Private

The fatigue, the exhaustion that gave the disease its name, is

not comparable to the exhaustion that healthy people feel

For output

after a stressful week. It is a condition associated with muscle

weakness, pain, flu symptoms and severely restricts the life of

those affected.

ME/CFS is a neglected disease for decades. There are hardly

any research funds, so that far too little is known about their

origin, let alone about possible therapies. The professionals

who know about it are so rare that no doctor with the relevant

knowledge has seen Milena Hermisson since she was

bedridden.

Photographer Peter Michalski captured this shot of Milena Hermisson in her

darkened room using a long exposure. She is always in this exact position Photo:

Peter Michalski

Her parents, Sabine and Joachim Hermisson, look after

Milena, and a family friend helps them. Despite an intensive

search, the Hermissons have not yet found a nursing service.

"Only old people, no disabled young people, that's too much

of a burden for the employees," they once heard as a reason.

Milena Hermisson's parents are both habilitated and work at

universities, they live in a beautiful corner of Mödling, on the

outskirts of Vienna, and have a large circle of friends. They

have more resources than many other families. Nevertheless,

they have been largely alone in this exceptional situation for

almost a year and a half.



Before the corona pandemic, experts estimated that around

���,��� to ���,��� people with ME/CFS lived in Germany,

around ��,��� of them children and adolescents. Women are

affected about three times more often than men. One of them

is the politician Marina Weisband , who speaks openly

about her illness. The syndrome is thus as common as multiple

sclerosis, for which there are numerous special outpatient

clinics in Germany. For ME/CFS, on the other hand, there are

only two in Germany so far - one in Munich, one in Berlin,

which only accept patients from their region for capacity

reasons. There is none in Austria.

»We raised our daughters to be
autonomous.«

Milena's mother Sabine Hermisson

How many people will suffer from ME/CFS after the

pandemic is unpredictable. Because ME/CFS can also occur as

a result of a corona infection, it is probably the most severe

form of Long Covid. That is, a proportion of long-Covid

sufferers have symptoms similar to those of ME/CFS and

receive this diagnosis if the symptoms do not subside after a

few months.

Few are hit as hard by the disease as Milena Hermisson, but it

is always a severe limitation. “Some of those affected still

manage to work �� hours a week if they spend all their free
time lying in bed,” says the Viennese neurologist Stingl. "For

others, even brushing their teeth is too exhausting."

"We raised our daughters to be autonomous," says Sabine

Hermisson. Milena and her twin sister Ella were allowed to do

many things earlier than friends of the same age. Ella is doing

a voluntary social year in France. Her parents describe Milena

An estimated ���,��� people affected in
Germany – before the pandemic

Hermisson as determined and disciplined. For a year - from

���� to ���� - they lived in Berkeley, California. Milena dealt

with racism there, with LGBTQ rights. She became a

vegetarian for environmental and ethical reasons. She is a

"social justice warrior," says her father. But at the same time

she is so scientifically sober that she always refuses to stand

behind slogans of which she is not convinced.

Milena Hermisson's illness poses many mysteries. So far, there

are no measured values or markers that can be used to clearly

demonstrate ME/CFS. The disease is diagnosed based on the

symptoms, other possible causes must be carefully ruled out -

"a complex process in which different disciplines work

together," says Uta Behrends. She is Professor of Pediatric

Infectious Diseases and Immunobiology at the Children's

Hospital of the Technical University of Munich, where she

heads the Chronic Fatigue Center for young people.

An important feature of the disease is that overexertion

worsens the condition. Post-exertional malaise is the technical

term, you can simply call it a crash. The more severe the

disease, the faster the limit of overexertion is reached.

Almost everything is an effort for Milena Hermisson today,

every hand signal, every sentence that her parents say to her.

Every sip while eating, every necessary touch while caring,

even joy. When Ella is visiting for Christmas and comes into

the room with her, Milena pays for it the following day with a

crash. She lets a stranger step in for this article anyway,

stretching out her fingers in greeting. A quick touch. She was

frustrated that she couldn't contribute more,she later lets her
father tell.

Every sentence, every sip, even joy -
everything is exhausting



After a crash, those affected can recover – or be more

restricted in the long term. Many sick people eventually have

to use a wheelchair, some, like Milena Hermisson, can no

longer get out of bed.

Sensitivity to light and noise that plagues the young woman

are typical symptoms, as are memory and concentration

problems, the “brain fog” that long-Covid patients also often

complain about.

Milena Hermisson's weakness is also a hallmark of ME/CFS.

"In adults, reduced hand strength is a hallmark and can

be measured in a standardized test," explains Uta Behrends on

the diagnosis.

As if that were not enough, Milena Hermisson also suffers

from what is known as orthostatic intolerance: when standing

or sitting, she suffers from tachycardia, dizziness and

drowsiness, these symptoms only disappear when lying down.

This is also not uncommon in ME/CFS.

The processes that trigger ME/CFS have not been conclusively

researched, but it often starts with a viral infection. »There is

much to suggest that autoimmune reactions are of central

importance, i.e. excessive immune reactions directed against

the body’s own tissue. Of particular interest are

autoantibodies that bind to receptors in the autonomic

nervous system and influence its function,” says the doctor

Behrends.

There is evidence that inflammation in the nervous system

may play a role. And the so-called mitochondria, the power

plants in the body's cells, appear to be altered in ME/CFS

sufferers, causing the cells to lack energy.

Blood tests show that dormant viruses have been reactivated

in Milena Hermisson's body. A finding that other sufferers also

get. The Epstein-Barr virus, which acutely triggers glandular

fever, is one of them. The same applies to the herpes � virus,

which usually causes three-day fever in childhood. It is unclear

whether virus reactivation is the cause or consequence of

ME/CFS.

So far, drugs have mostly only helped a few sufferers in small

studies. They would have to be checked in larger studies -

which often does not happen due to the lack of research

funding. Milena Hermisson tried two therapies, none helped.

For this article, Milena Hermisson answered some questions

that her parents passed on to her. Are there any highlights in

your daily routine? Milena Hermisson responds by drawing a

one, making a hand sign of her own making for "Tell me

something," and pointing to a small stone heart that lies by her

bed. Communication is the most precious thing. But her illness

often does not allow this. On many days, Milena Hermisson

says first thing in the morning that communication is only

possible to a very limited extent today: she signals three to five

– her parents cannot bother her with more words.

Hearts are within reach by Milena Hermisson's bed, one is a gift from someone

else with ME/CFS Photo:Nina Weber

Are there any highlights in your daily routine?



What's good? When she can sleep late, so when the day goes

by as quickly as possible. The Hermissons record a video

showing their communication. Milena Hermisson calls on

everyone who reads this text or watches the video: "Learn

about ME!" - "What the video doesn't show: the enormous

effort it takes Milena and the massive exhaustion afterwards,"

explains Joachim Hermisson.

THE MIRROR

Even as a child, Milena had more infections than her twin

sister Ella, the Hermissons say. In ����, at the age of ��, she

didn't really recover from such an infection. She has had flu-

like symptoms for a long time, suffers from exhaustion,

headaches and a sore throat. Whenever possible, she still goes

to school. A full blood count shows nothing abnormal.

At the end of ���� she will be transferred to the youth

psychosomatic department of the local hospital. Milena

Hermisson experiences what many ME/CFS sufferers

experience: Her symptoms are misinterpreted as a mental

health problem. A systematic examination shows that the girl

clearly does not have depression. Nevertheless, from the point

of view of the doctors, it is a case of depressive mood. "I

remember conversations with doctors that were by no means

malicious, but: There's the doctor in the white coat and here

the young girl, and sayings like: 'It's all in your head'," says

Joachim Hermisson.

Milena Hermisson's message: "Learn about ME"

When ME/CFS sufferers are classified as psychosomatic, there

is a danger: therapies aimed at overcoming their

"misconception" and urging them to be more active can cause

long-term damage through overexertion. Patient organizations

therefore celebrated when the British Institute of Health and

Care Excellence (NICE) published medical guidance on

ME/CFS   in October ���� , advising against such therapies.

Not every chronically exhausted person has ME/CFS, with

other forms of exhaustion activating therapies are useful. It is

all the more important to make the right diagnosis.

But it usually takes several years for someone to recognize the

disease. The fact that Milena Hermisson went comparatively

quickly is also due to an article   about a young sufferer that

the Hermissons happened to read in July ����. Reading it,

they recognize their daughter's symptoms and immediately

seek an expert. When the neurologist Michael Stingl

diagnosed her with ME/CFS in autumn ����, Milena

Hermisson's greatest concern was how she was going to

graduate from high school despite being ill.

So far, the disease can usually only be managed. A central

point is the so-called pacing. It means: Patients should only do

as much as their energy reserves allow. Overexertion that

leads to a crash can theoretically be avoided. »But in a phase

in which this framework is not stable and is constantly

shrinking, these limits are almost necessarily exceeded«, says

Joachim Hermisson.

From the moment she was diagnosed, Milena Hermisson

divides her days with her typical discipline. She studies by the

hour before resting. "But you could see that she had to work

hard for things that were previously easy for her," says her

father. The family gets a tomcat, Eli will keep Milena company

Milena Hermisson will be outside for the last
time in summer ����



in the future. Today the cat can no longer comfort her. He

purrs too loudly and is therefore no longer allowed in her

room.

2019: Milena Hermisson holds her cat Eli. You can't tell that she's already ill

Photo: Private

Milena Hermisson will be outside with her family for the last

time in summer ����. She and her sister are taking some

photos on the balcony. You can't see in the pictures how sick

the then ��-year-old is. Her sister Ella remembers thinking for

a long time that Milena would be better soon.

The parents want to persuade Milena to skip a school year.

She can't imagine. The thought stresses her so much that her

parents give in. Milena Hermisson writes her pre-scientific

work, part of the Austrian Matura, while she is almost always

in bed. She only works in blocks of five minutes in which she

researches and writes, after which she rests for hours again.

She didn't do anything else over the summer, says Joachim.

Sometimes he reads long texts for her in advance and marks

the important passages so that she can concentrate on them.

The family spent a year in the USA in 2016/17 – a formative year for Milena,

according to her parents Photo: Private

It had turned out to be “crazy good” work. "She wanted to

keep her life as she had imagined it, in one aspect that was

particularly important to her," says Joachim. Despite all

discipline, she's probably overexerting herself.

In October ����, Milena Hermisson had an infection, after

which her sensitivity to light and noise increased extremely.

When it became clear that she would not be able to finish

school because of her illness, she immediately researched the

conditions under which it would be possible to study in

Austria without having to graduate from high school.

»No one is responsible at ME/CFS. That's
the problem."

Milena's father Joachim Hermisson

On November �, ����, Milena and Ella Hermisson will be ��

years old. It is the last day for the time being on which Milena

leaves her room. She comes into the living room for a

moment, eats a quarter of the orange cake that her father



baked. A few days later she can no longer get out of bed

without help.

The parents tell of nightmarish weeks in which Milena

Hermisson has to throw up every day, which is beyond her

strength. No doctor comes to a house call. They only hear that

they should take Milena to a hospital. That is out of the

question for her. There are no wards where those affected are

accommodated away from noise, light and unrest. The

Hermissons are certain that hospitalization would harm their

daughter.

In their distress, they even ask a hospice service for help,

whose management tells them as "good news" that they are

not responsible because Milena is not dying. “No one is

responsible at ME/CFS,” says Joachim Hermisson. "That's the

problem." Two employees from the hospice service support

the family anyway. They arrange for a general practitioner

who doesn't know about ME/CFS but makes house calls and

writes prescriptions. This supplements the professional care

provided by the neurologist Stingl, so that Milena Hermisson

now regularly receives medication to alleviate her symptoms,

including beta blockers, painkillers and a sedative. The highest

level of careallowance is approved without problems. All of the

experts came out of Milena's room shocked, her parents say.

The hospice service has “good news”

nursing supplies Photo:Nina Weber

In the spring of ����, speaking is becoming increasingly

difficult for her. Milena Hermisson, who has been in a dark

room for months at this point and who doctors suspected

listlessness, has a solution: she develops around �� hand

signals, which she explains while she can still speak individual

words.

Tap with your index finger: swap earbuds.

Tapping with the ring finger: fear.

Swipe your index finger: too strenuous.

Index finger and middle finger together, the other fingers

spread out: hair on the face – remove.

When Milena Hermisson draws letters to communicate

something beyond this basic communication, her parents

sometimes have to puzzle for a long time and sometimes still

don't recognize what she is writing. This is frustrating for

everyone. Milena recently wrote the name of a friend, then an

»h« and a »b«. "It took me a while to figure out she meant

Happy Birthday!" says her mother.



Alone in the dark most of the time, unable to get out of bed,

all contact kept to a minimum. For how long – completely

unclear. If people were to do to other people what the disease

is doing to Milena Hermisson, it would be called torture.

When she could still speak, Milena Hermisson would ask her

parents to calm her down when she panicked. But how? Her

father's despair can still be seen today when he talks about it.

"If she at least reached a level where one
could live, she would find solutions again."

Milena's mother Sabine Hermisson

Her mother, who worked as a pastor for several years, finds a

way. She tells Milena short stories in the third person - about

the talented young woman who is seriously ill in a dark room,

but who is slowly recovering and then gets involved with the

Greens in Mödling, for example. Today this form of

communication is no longer possible because it requires too

many words.

The parents also report a phase in which Milena screamed and

cried for hours. »Before, Milena always found a solution. Now

there aren't any,' they say. "If she would at least reach a level

on which one can live, she would find solutions again," says

the mother.

Joachim Hermisson is involved in the European ME Coalition 

, which, among other things, lobbies for more research

funds to be made available for the disease and for the

catastrophic supply situation to be improved.

In Germany, ME/CFS is mentioned in the coalition agreement

of the government: A Germany-wide network of competence

centers and interdisciplinary outpatient clinics is to be created

to further research ME/CFS and the long-term consequences

of Covid and to care for those affected, it says. The budget

committee has recently decided to provide five million euros

for therapy research projects . "In the context of the corona

pandemic, so many people fell ill with ME/CFS in a short time

that the gaps in care and research have become obvious," says

doctor Uta Behrends.

Member of the Bundestag Linda Heitmann represents the

Greens in the Health Committee. She thinks that in addition

to other special outpatient clinics, Germany needs better care

across the board. In addition, ME/CFS should finally be

covered in medical school.

The Hermissons hope that similar steps can also be taken in

Austria. A petition is currently being negotiated in Parliament.

It is possible that research on ME/CFS is finally progressing

due to Long Covid. The neurologist Stingl hopes that a study

with the active substance BC��� in Erlangen will be

successful. This is to be tested on long-Covid and ME/CFS

sufferers. Stingl believes that once a first active ingredient

against ME/CFS has been found, the pharmaceutical industry

will intensify research. This happened, for example, with

multiple sclerosis, for which a number of drugs are now

available.

more on he subje�t

When they  still could communicate better, Milena and

Joachim Hermisson  wrote a short text for the petition over

Drug BC 007 for late effects: will there soon be a

remedy for Long Covid? By Katherine Rydlink

Long-term consequences after Covid infection:

Hundreds of symptoms, hundreds of thousands of sick

people By Milena Hassenkamp

Imagine you are trapped



a period of weeks, describing their situation. Milena's first

keyword was: »Imagine trapped« – imagine you are trapped.

In November ����, the Hermissons set up crowdfunding

for ME/CFS research, raising around �,��� euros. "She was

really happy for a day and a half," says her father. One and a

half days out of more than ��� that Milena Hermisson has

had to spend in bed so far. 'She does not lack food. But there

are other dimensions in which you can live below the

subsistence level,” says her mother.

Milena Hermisson's food: In the morning there is a high-calorie drink with

vitamins, then a lot of pureed food during the day Photo:Nina Weber

They have found their routines in nursing. Milena Hermisson

rings when she needs something outside of the fixed care

appointments. Meals are served five times a day. Three times a

day, the parents put their daughter on a folding chair with a

bedpan.

For a while, her parents asked Milena to eat chicken again so

that she would get enough protein. Milena Hermisson, who

has been a consistent vegetarian for several years, agreed. The

disease took that away from her too. In the meantime they could

switch to fish. She prefers fish from stable stocks to chicken.

Her mother says she and Milena often laugh together. In the

case of Milena Hermisson, that means: She smiles broadly and

makes a noise, “quietly, of course, but clearly,” says Sabine. If

her father makes a mistake when caring for her, his daughter

responds with a mocking »tztztz«. The parents say how

grateful they are that Milena can still do something like this.

She can eat on her own, in between the Hermissons feared she

needed a feeding tube. She has enough strength to ring the

bell. When the parents talk, the fear resonates that things

could go further downhill.

According to the specialist Uta Behrends, at least a significant

improvement “over time” is possible with “committed,

symptom-oriented treatment”. "In principle, ME/CFS can also

heal, especially if the disease is diagnosed at a very young

age." But how long does this "over time" last?

A while ago, Milena's parents reported that ME/CFS expert,

Carmen Scheibenbogen, said in an interview that they might

have medication in a year as long Covid is progressing. A good

month later, Milena Hermisson writes a number on the sheet:

���. She counts the days backwards. Her parents dread the

day she will reach zero . What happens if there is no

rescue drug available?

"This is where my fears and my daughter's fears differ," says

Joachim Hermisson. "While she fears that this is all taking too

long, I fear that it couldn't get any better." His daughter is also

plagued by fears that things could get worse, that at some

point she might no longer be able to bear being touched. But

she doesn't give up.

What does she think about during the countless hours she lies

awake alone in the dark? After her father asks this question,

Milena Hermisson hesitates for a long time. He asks if they are

memories of the special year in Berkeley. No, she replies.

plans, future. 

They often laugh together




